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Introduction

The incore instrumentation penetrations of the European Pressurised water Reactor
(EPR) have been removed from RPV-bottom to RPV-head, leaving empty the lower
plenum of the RPV (Reactor Pressure Vessel). In a lower plenum with no internal
structure, huge vortices may appear, with negative consequences, such as high
disturbance of the core inlet flow distribution, and high increase of the RPV pressure
loss.

FRAMATOME ANP develdped a specific Flow Distribution Device (FDD), annular
shaped, located in the RPV lower plenum below the core support plate, which
prevents huge vortices from appearing and guarantees a satisfying flow distribution
at core inlet in normal operating conditions.

The design of the FDD has been optimised with a numerical approach, using the 3D
CFD-code STAR-CD, previously qualified on scale mockup tests. The model
developed represents the EPR RPV from the cold leg to core inlet. Thus, the flow
distribution at core inlet, the mixing between loop-flows upstream core inlet and the
pressure loss in the lower plenum can be evaluated.

The optimised FDD provides satisfying performances for all these relevant functional
items.

STAR-CD numerical model

A 3D numerical model of the EPR RPV has been developed using the code STAR-
CD v3.1. The geometry has been precisely described, from the cold leg to core inlet,
with all singularities explicitly meshed :
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- the turn on cold leg, each slice of cells representing roughly 2.7°,
- the RPV inlet and outlet nozzles, with fine modelling of the knuckle radius by

the STAR-CD semi-automatic mesher SAMM,
- the capsule irradiation baskets, located inside the RPV downcomer,
- the radial support keys, located at lower plenum inlet,
- the flow distribution device, located inside the lower plenum,
- the RPV inner surface.

Typical size of cells is 50 mm. Near wall cells are between 0.5 and 0.7 mm thick. A
maximum growing ratio of 2.5 has been used in the meshing. There are 14 cells in
the downcomer thickness, and at least three layers of small cells near walls
(baskets...).

Boundary layers have been represented using classical wall function and K-e model.
Near wall y+ are compatible with the use of wall functions.

Boundary conditions, have been applied far from the singularities, in order not to
interfere with calculation : inlet is located 1 m upstream cold leg turn, and outlet 0.6
m downstream core inlet.

The core support plate has not been explicitly meshed, because of its complex
geometry, and of the number of cells it would have needed. It has been represented
using a "porous medium", which is a built-in STAR-CD feature. This approach
consists in defining a zone of the model where water can flow vertically with a given
head loss coefficient, but not horizontally, which is representative of the flow path
through the core support plate.

The global meshing includes 1 200 000 hexahedral cells.

It is described on figures 1 to 5 :
- Figure 1 shows the global meshing,
- Figure 2 zooms on RPV inlet and outlet nozzles,
- Figure 3 zooms on RPV downcomer with irradiation basket,
- Figure 4 represents the RPV lower plenum,
- Figure 5 shows the flow distribution device (FDD).

Fig. 1 : Global meshing - view of inside Fig. 2 : RPV inlet and outlet nozzles



Left: Fig 3 : RPV downcomer (quarter) with irradiation basket (in blue)
Right: Fig. 4 : RPV lower plenum (quarter) with flow distribution device

Fig. 5 : Flow distribution device (removed quarter)

Qualification of the STAR-CD numerical model

Mockup Tests

The first step of FDD design aimed at providing an experimental background. Tests
were performed on a scale mockup co-designed by CEA, EDF and FRAMATOME
ANP representative of the EPR RPV.

A first set of tests showed that without FDD, huge vortices appear in the empty lower
plenum, with highly detrimental consequences on core inlet flow distribution and
lower plenum pressure loss.

A second set of tests compared the performance of different types of FDD in terms of
core inlet flow distribution. The best device tested was an annular-shaped one,
whose optimisation is described in next paragraph. This device was efficient to
prevent vortices from appearing.
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Finally, the consequence on the lower plenum hydraulics of a prewhirl at RPV inlet
has been tested. It appeared that this prewhirl could have a negative effect on the
flow distribution at core inlet and thus was to be taken into account in the FDD
design.

Further improvement of the annular-shaped FDD was then necessary to cope with
the CL-prewhirl phenomena. This improvement, named FDD optimisation, has been
handled by means of STAR-CD calculations (see §4).

Comparison STAR-CD calculations / test results

The second step of FDD design aimed at providing assurance that the STAR-CD
code is able to accurately reproduce the phenomena observed in the mockup tests.

STAR-CD calculations were performed, with modelling of the scale mockup, for the
three following tests:

- Case 1 : RPV lower plenum empty (no FDD), no CL-prewhirl.
- Case 2 : RPV lower plenum equipped by the annular-shaped FDD, no CL-

prewhirl.
- Case 3 : RPV lower plenum equipped by the annular-shaped FDD, with

CL-prewhirl.

The STAR-CD calculations were in good accordance with test results, in terms of:
- prediction of vortices appearance,
- vortices localisation,
- core inlet flow distribution.

The third step of FDD design aimed at assuring that the hydraulic phenomena
observed in the scale mockup are similar to those existing in the full-scale RPV, for
similar boundary conditions.
Indeed, the scale mockup and the EPR RPV slightly differ on the following points :

- scale and temperature (Reynolds number is different),
- RPV-bottom shape,
- number of radial keys at lower plenum entrance,
- number of fuel assemblies in core.

STAR-CD calculations were then performed, with modelling of the full-scale RPV, for
the boundary conditions and FDD design of the three hereupon tests, with
transposition of the relevant data according to the scaling.

The full-scale RPV model, as previously the mockup RPV model, referred to the
same STAR-CD modelling approach as presented in § 2. Comparison between flows
observed in the scale mockup, and calculated in the full-scale reactor, showed that
the hydraulic phenomena are similar between mockup and reactor, with good
accordance between tests and calculations concerning :

- the vortices appearance : for both mockup and reactor,
. huge vortices appear in cases 1 (no FFD) and 3 (FDD with CL-prewhirl),
. huge vortices do not appear in case 2 (FDD without CL-prewhirl).

- the vortices localisation (figure 6).
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the core inlet flow distribution.

Based on the qualification of the STAR-CD model on mockup tests, and on the
similarity shown between hydraulic phenomena in scale mockup and EPR RPV, it
has been decided to perform the optimisation of the annular-shaped FDD by means
of STAR-CD calculations.

Fig. 6 : Comparison STAR-CD calculation / mockup test
lower plenum empty (no FDD)

FDD optimisation by STAR-CD calculations

Operating conditions

The selected annular-shaped FDD, issued from the mockup tests of §3.1, was to be
optimised under the operating conditions of normal operation at nominal power, as
the major design requirement is to ensure a satisfying core feeding at full power.

In order to be able to cope with a large range of operating conditions, the FDD
optimisation has been performed with consideration of potential deviations to the
theoretical definition of the nominal operation, such as :

- unbalanced loop flows,
- flow prewhirl in the cold legs.

Unbalanced loop flows

Operation with unbalanced loop flows is penalising, as it artificially tends to produce
an unbalanced lower plenum feeding, similar to the one observed in a configuration
with vortices.

The selected annular-shaped FDD has been optimised considering a potential flow
unbalance of ± 2% between the different loops.

In a penalising way, flowrates Q of two close cold legs (that is, not separated by hot
legs) were set to 102 % of nominal flow, and the two other ones to 98 % (see figure
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7). This unbalanced feeding is as near as possible to the lower plenum feeding
observed with vortices.

HL2 HL3
CL2 \ / CL3

Q=102% [ ] Q = 98%

CL1 HL1' (HL4 CL4

Fig. 7 : Legs position

This unbalanced flow between loops eases vortices generation, which is penalising in
terms of core inlet flow distribution. Moreover, a sensitivity test on this parameter
showed that it degraded flow distribution at core inlet, even when no vortices were
generated.

Besides, it has been checked that the two possibilities, 102 % of nominal flowrate
either on loops 1 and 2 or on loops 3 and 4, were equivalent in terms of flow
distribution at core inlet.

Cold leg prewhirl

"CL-prewhirl" refers to the capacity of the reactor coolant pump (RCP) to create a
vortex, whose axis roughly corresponds to the CL axis, and which persists from RCP
outlet to RPV inlet.
It is quantified by the ratio between maximum orthoradial speed and mean axial
velocity in CL, expressed in percent.

CL-prewhirl may have a significant effect on hydraulics in the RPV lower plenum,
because it greatly eases vortices generation, as it has been observed on
experimental mockup tests.

The selected annular-shaped FDD has been optimised considering a wide CL-
prewhirl range, from 0 % (no prewhirl) to 30 %, with good performances required over
the whole range.

FDD geometrical optimisation

In order to optimise the annular-shaped FDD with regard to the core inlet flow
distribution, several sizes of the given FDD geometry, and various locations of the
FDD in the lower plenum, have been numerically tested in the STAR-CD model of
EPR RPV, and then compared.

The FDD geometry is defined on Figure 8. It is made of a vertical cylindrical surface
and of a thin horizontal internal ring, defined by:

- the cylinder external diameter, De
- the ring internal diameter, Di
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the cylinder height, h

The FDD is fixed on the core support plate, with location in the RPV lower plenum
defined by the depth from the bottom side of the core support plate, p.
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Fig. 8 : definition of the flow distribution device

Geometrical sensitivities have been performed on De, h and p. The quantity (De - Di)
has been kept constant, since the internal ring, introduced for structural resistance
reasons, has a small impact on the overall hydraulics.

The RPV-internals handling and the RPV lower plenum geometry induce limitations
on the FDD external diameter De and overall height (p + h). This defines maximum
values of De, h, p.

Minimum values of these parameters were chosen so that those tested in the scale
mockup would be average (accounting for the scaling).

In order to limit the number of calculations, and not to test all combinations of
minimum / average / maximum values, 9 configurations were chosen by engineering
judgement, being defined in course of the study : the results of already completed
calculations were used to decide which new configuration was to be calculated.

It appeared that the requirements on the FDD geometry were not the same with or
without considering CL-prewhirl. The FDD has been optimised with CL-prewhirl (the
most limiting condition), and then it has been checked that performances remained
good without CL-prewhirl.

The STAR-CD calculations with CL-prewhirl showed that the flow heterogeneity at
core inlet mainly depends on the vertical surface of the FDD (figure 9), defined as :

Sv = n . De . h

The flow heterogeneity at core inlet is defined as the difference between the
maximum flowrate and the minimum flowrate at fuel assembly inlet, expressed in
percent of the average flow. Each fuel assembly has its own feeding holes in the core
support plate, so that the fuel assembly inlet flow is given by the associated holes
flow. Fuel assemblies located at core centre experience a relative overflow, while fuel
assemblies located at core periphery experience a relative underflow.
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This flow heterogeneity parameter is not the only performance requirement
considered in the FDD optimisation. It however well characterises the FDD
performance level with regard to the core inlet flow distribution. Figure 9 shows that
the greater Sv is, the more homogeneous the flow at core inlet is. But, for S v greater
than roughly 5 m2, the trend curve flattens with no significant effect of §/ on flow
distribution.

(maximum overflow - maximum underflow) at core inlet

het

- Polynomial (het)

3 4

Sv (m1)

Fig. 9 : Flow heterogeneity at core inlet

The way S/ is generated, that is by increasing De or by increasing h, changes the
way the flow heterogeneity is distributed between overflow and underflow. In both
cases, the flow heterogeneity is lowered, which means that the first beneficial effect
mentioned hereafter is more effective than the second detrimental effect:

- Increasing De : it decreases max underflow, but increases max overflow.
- Increasing h : it decreases max overflow, but increases max underflow.

The influence of the FDD location in the RPV lower plenum (depth p) adds to the one
of vertical surface Sv. This is the reason why several points corresponding to the
same S^ can be found on Figure 9. Nevertheless, its impact on flow distribution at
core inlet is relatively low, as it can be noticed on the figure 9.

The influence of De, h and p on the loop-flows mixing and on the lower plenum
pressure loss, have also been investigated :

- regarding loop-flows mixing upstream core inlet, the influence of these
parameters is in the opposite of their influence on the flow distribution at
core inlet: the more perturbed the flow is, the better the mixing is.

- regarding pressure loss through RPV lower plenum, the influence of these
parameters is roughly the same as their influence on the flow distribution at
core inlet: high flow heterogeneity at core inlet results from the presence of
large vortices in the lower plenum. These vortices generate high flow
speeds in the plenum, which increase the pressure loss.

Choice of the FDD design

The main target of the FDD optimisation is to obtain a flat flow distribution at core
inlet. The requirement of FDD efficiency over the CL-prewhirl range [0%-30%],
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imposes a vertical surface Sv great enough. As a result, the FDD with small height h
were found not efficient enough.

Two tested devices of same h had a sufficient vertical surface, and then offered
satisfying performances:

- FDD! : S v = 5.8 m2.
- FDD 2 :S V = 5.1 m2.

They have been compared in terms of:
- performances,
- hydraulic loading on structure,
- vibration behaviour.

Both devices provided very similar performances, concerning as well flow distribution
at core inlet, as loop-flows mixing upstream core inlet, or lower plenum pressure loss.
As a matter of fact, their vertical surfaces correspond to the domain where
performances evolution versus Sv is flat.

The second device FDD2 , being less cumbersome, less interacts with the annular
flow jet coming down from the RPV downcomer. Thus, its hydraulic loading and the
maximum flow speed in its vicinity are both lower than for FDD-i, which is better
regarding structure and vibration dimensioning. Moreover, RPV-internals handling is
easier when the device is small.

For all these reasons, the finally chosen device is FDD2, named the optimised FDD.

Performances of the optimised FDD

Flow inside RPV

The flow entering the RPV comes from the cold legs, going through the cold leg turns
and the RPV inlet nozzles, and impacts the core barrel (Figure 10).

The water located in the lower part of the cold leg flows down directly into the RPV
downcomer, where jets of the two close inlet nozzles spread and join.

11

Left: Fig. 10 : flow in RPV inlet nozzle and top of RPV downcomer (vertical section)
Right: Fig. 11 : Velocity magnitude inside RPV downcomer (vertical developed view)
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The water located in the upper part of the cold leg flows up into the upper part of the
downcomer, with rather slow velocity, gets round the obstacle made by the closer
RPV outlet nozzle, and then flows down between the two outlet nozzles (Figure 11).

Inside the RPV downcomer, the fluid flows down, gets round the irradiation baskets
and then between the eight radial keys, and enters the RPV lower plenum.

Inside the RPV lower plenum, a part of the flow is directly deviated to the inlet of the
core support plate by the FDD (outside the FDD cylinder). The other part flows
towards the bottom of the lower plenum, where flows coming from ail 4 loops join and
mix, and then flows up to the core support plate through the FDD (inside the FDD
cylinder), see Figure 12, on the left.

Finally, at core inlet, overflows are mainly located in the centre of the core, while
underflows are located in the border. The FDD prevents too large feeding differences
between neighbour fuel assemblies, from occurring (Figure 13, on the right):
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Fig. 12 and 13: Left: Flow in RPV lower plenum (vertical section), right: Flow
distribution at core inlet (CL-prewhirl, optimised FDD), expressed in fraction of

average flow at fuel assembly inlet

Flow heterogeneity at core inlet

The optimised FDD guarantees a maximum overflows at core inlet which is
compatible with fuel assembly design, even in penalising conditions (unbalanced
loop-flows, CL-prewhirl ...). Moreover, in the same conditions, it guarantees that the
minimum flowrate feeding any fuel assembly is acceptable.

Finally the overall flow distribution generated by the optimised FDD is flat enough not
to create any flow heterogeneity in the core which could damage fuel assembly.

Pressure loss in RPV Lower plenum

As the optimised FDD prevents vortices from appearing, the pressure loss in the RPV
lower plenum has been greatly decreased compared to the first FDD design.
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The gain in pressure loss is around 50 %. Thus, the required head of the Reactor
Coolant Pump (RCP) has been decreased, which has a positive impact on RCP cost
and on global plant efficiency.

Moreover, it has been checked that the pressure loss coefficients of the other parts of
RPV, derived from the STAR-CD calculations, were corresponding well to the ones
evaluated during the RCP-head design (evaluations independent from STAR-CD
calculations).

Loop-flows mixing upstream core inlet

Mixing between loop-flows upstream core inlet is mostly required by the Steam Line
Break (SLB) accident. In this case, the temperature of the loop assigned to the
broken Steam Generator is significantly lower than the three other ones, which
induces a reactivity insertion in the core quadrant related to the colder loop. Mixing
between loop-flows softens this reactivity insertion, by homogenising flow
temperatures to a less penalising "average" temperature.

Mixing and flat flow distribution at core inlet are rather contradictory, as a good mixing
is favoured by powerful vortices, while a flat flow distribution requires vortices as little
as possible. As the optimised FDD provides core inlet with a satisfying flat flow
distribution, it was important to check that mixing between loop-flows remains
sufficient regarding this accident.

In that aim, mixing between loop-flows has been calculated with the 3D STAR-CD
model of EPR RPV. Additional calculations have been performed with the optimised
FDD, imposing balanced flows at RPV inlets, as unbalanced flows would have
slightly increased mixing between loop-flows inside RPV, which would have been
favourable for the SLB transient.

A numerical scalar, used as tracer, has been defined, representing fluid coming from
the affected loop. The choice of the affected loop has been successively modified, in
order to assign either loop 1,2,3, or 4. The STAR-CD code then calculated the
transport of these scalars. It was thus possible to evaluate the loop-flows distribution
at core inlet, including the average concentration of a given core quarter in fluid
coming from a given loop (figure 14):

Fig. 14: Concentration of fluid at core inlet, from either loop 1,2, 3, or 4.
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The result of these additional calculations is a mixing coefficient matrix, which has
been implemented in the FRAMATOME ANP code MANTA (thermalhydraulic system
code) . The SLB transient has then been calculated with coupling of FRAMATOME
ANP codes MANTA and SMART/FLICA (3D core neutronic/thermalhydraulic codes).

In order to perform a conservative SLB analysis, the mixing coefficient matrix
corresponding to a 0 % CL-prewhirl has been considered, providing the lowest
mixing. Moreover, the mixing coefficient matrix derived from the STAR-CD calculation
has been penalised in order to take calculation uncertainties into account.

The SLB analyses have confirmed that the performance of the optimised FDD in
terms of loop-flows mixing upstream core inlet together with the other design features
of the EPR allow to meet all the safety criteria in case of SLB.

Conclusion

A numerical model of the EPR RPV has been developed with the CFD-code STAR-
CD v3.1. It represents the whole RPV including cold leg to core inlet, with about
1 200 000 cells.

The results obtained with the numerical model were satisfactory compared with
experimental results, in three representative cases. The similarity in the hydraulic
phenomena between the scale mockup and the full-scale EPR RPV, for similar
boundary conditions, has been shown.

On the basis of this qualification, the numerical model enabled to optimise the design
of the Flow Distribution Device (FDD) of the EPR. This device, annular shaped, is
located in the RPV lower plenum, being attached on the core support plate.
Geometrical sensitivities on its diameter, height, and positioning have been
numerically performed.

An optimum has been reached, which guarantees a satisfying flow distribution at core
inlet, and offers interesting global performances :

- reduction of the lower plenum pressure loss, which enables to reduce the
RCP head.

- Satisfying loop-flows mixing upstream core inlet, which ensures that the
safety criteria are met in the limiting SLB accident.


